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Abstract
When a single molecule is connected to external electrodes by linker groups, the
connectivity of the linkers to the molecular core can be controlled to atomic precision by
appropriate chemical synthesis. Recently, the connectivity dependence of the electrical
conductance of single molecules has been investigated both theoretically and
experimentally. Green’s function plays a significant role in determining the transmissions
coefficients. The study presents the Landauer formula and Green’s function approach for
analysing the scattering processes in a system attached to infinite one-dimensional leads.
The study involves the calculation of the retarded Green’s function in which the simple
formula of a one-dimensional tight binding chain in presented. The periodicity of the
lattice is also broken at a single connection for showing the Green’s function associated
with the transmission coefficient along the scattering region.
In chapter 3 I study the connectivity dependence of the Wigner delay time of singlemolecule. This chapter addresses the question of the time spent by a transmitted wave
packet within a scattering region. The study involves mathematical aspects of solving the
Schrodinger equation in open systems with a view to developing new conceptual
approaches to scattering theory. Efficient schemes to obtain scattering matrices from
mean-field Hamiltonians are developed and these are implemented in new numerical
codes. The relationship between the phase of S-matrix elements and Wigner delay times
is also elucidated.
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To analyse delay times in bipartite lattices, tight binding calculations are used and a new
computer code is developed to verify analytical predictions. In particular, Green’s
functions and a mid-gap theory are used to calculate Wigner delay times for different
connectivities in graphene like molecules. One interesting and counterintuitive result is
that in the weak coupling limit at the middle of HOMO and LUMO gap, the Wigner delay
time does not depend on the distance between the connections to external reservoirs.
A key goal in molecular electronics has been to find molecules that facilitate efficient
charge transport over long distances. Normally molecular wires become less conductive
with increasing length. Here in chapter 4 I report a series of fused porphyrin oligomers
for which the conductance increases substantially with length by > 10-fold at a bias of
0.7 V. This exceptional behaviour can be attributed to the rapid decrease of the HOMOLUMO gap with the length of fused porphyrins. In contrast, for butadiyne-linked
porphyrin oligomers with moderate inter-ring coupling, a normal conductance decrease
with length is found for all bias voltages explored (± 1 V). Further theoretical analysis
using density functional theory underlines the role of inter-site coupling and indicates
that this large increase in conductance with length at increasing voltages can be
generalized to other molecular oligomers.
Charge transport through meta-connected biphenylene is strongly suppressed by
destructive quantum interference (DQI) and as I demonstrate in chapter 5, this
suppression persists when a saturated tetrahedral carbon is added to bridge the biphenyl
moiety yielding a fluorene. In contrast, I demonstrate that DQI can be almost completely
removed, and the electrical conductance boosted by almost a factor of 30, by adding a
bridging carbonyl to yield a cross-conjugated fluorenone. This behavior is in marked
contrast with other pi systems, such as para-connected anthraquinone, where crossconjugation decreases the conductance. As a result of this conductance boost, when the
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bridge is a carbonyl group, the conductance ratio of meta and para connected molecules
is only a factor of 3. In contrast, in the fluorenes, when the bridge is a saturated tetrahedral
carbon a large (ca. 100-fold) decrease in conductance is observed for meta compared
with para connectivity. These conclusions on a family of eight fluorene and fluorenone
derivatives with thioacetate and pyridine anchor groups with transport calculations are
based on density functional theory and a simple tight-binding model, which reveal that
any bridge atom alleviates the DQI to some degree and that the effect is greatest when
the bridge atom is strongly coupled to the biphenylene unit. This result demonstrates that
the carbonyl groups in meta-connected fluorenone wires increase the end-to-end
coupling, even though the pendant groups are formally cross-conjugated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Molecular scale electronics
In recent years much emphasis has been given to understanding the electronic structure
and uncovering the properties of single molecules1. The field of molecular electronics is
based on exploiting molecules as fundamental units for computing and other electronic
functions. Which gives molecular electronics an attractive role in the field of technology
because it provides the ultimate size for system scaling2. The dimensions of some
molecular systems are a few nanometres, and therefore molecular electronics should be
viewed as a subfield of nanotechnology3. The idea of using single molecules as building
blocks to design and fabricate molecular electronic components has been around for more
than 40 years4, but only recently has attracted huge scientiﬁc interest to explore their
unique properties and opportunities. Improvement in the methods used to calculate
molecular electronic properties allows theorists to deal with more complicated molecules
and to match their calculations more closely to reality as experimental groups across the
world use a variety of measurement techniques to study the molecule’s electronic
properties. The motivation behind the collaboration between theory and experiment is
twofold, due to the simple fact that the minute size of the molecules makes it unclear to
experimentalists what exactly is being measured, e.g. how the molecule is orientated or
11

connected to the electrodes, this can be resolved by modelling the structure using density
functional theory, (DFT) which is implemented in the SIESTA code5, and the nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism of transport theory6, which is implemented in
the Gollum code7 together providing an explanation of the experimental data from the
theoretical calculations.
Molecular electronics is a modern technique and a single electron transistor is still to
appear on an industrial scale, but a number of other interesting effects have been observed
in experiment and theory including self-assembled monolayers.8 Single-molecule
junctions9 are of interest not only for their potential to deliver logic gates10 , sensors11
and memories,12 but also for their ability to probe room-temperature quantum properties
at a molecular scale such as quantum interference13.
The current focus is on finding molecules with required properties and finding ways to
get reliable and reproducible contacts by major improvements in device fabrications
methods. Among different organic molecules there are porphyrins, fluorene and
fluorenone as the following explanation.

Structure of Porphyrin:
Porphyrins are an attractive class of organic molecules to investigate for molecular
electronic functions14,15. The porphyrin molecule consists of four pyrrole cores (the inner
ring π-system), and is an attractive building block for molecular-scale devices, because
it is highly-conjugated, has a rigid planner geometry and is chemically stable16,17.
Therefore, we can use it as a basis for wires, switches, transistors and photodiodes18–20.
Porphyrins can be metalled at the centre by suitable metal ions such as Zn, Fe, Ni, and
Co etc, forming metallo-porphyrins21–23, whereas porphyrin in which no metal is inserted
in is called a free-base porphyrin.
12

Scheme formation of metallo-porphyrins, M is the incorporated metal atom

Metallo-porphyrins in association with protein globules performs several important
biochemical functions in nature where they are founding in haemoglobin, myoglobin,
chlorophyll, cytochromes, catalase and paroxidases24–26. Interest in metallo-porphyrins is
not confined only to the biological field as these compounds are equally important from
the chemical, industrial and technological point of view. During the last three decades
synthetic porphyrins have been widely studied for various applications spanning a wide
range of chemical and biological fields27–29.

Structure of Fluorene:
Fluorene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon that has three rings covalently bonded
together. The term 'polycyclic' simply means multiple rings are involved. 'Aromatic'
means that the compound contains an alternating network of double and single bonds all
the way around each benzene ring, which tells us that there are benzene rings present,
and 'hydrocarbon' simply means that the molecule contains only carbon and hydrogen
atoms. Structurally, it is a five-carbon ring with a benzene ring on each side.

13

Structure of Fluorenone
Fluorenone is an aromatic compound that contains a five-membered ring with a carbonyl
group attached and two benzene rings fused on either side.
Notice that the five-membered ring that looks like a pentagon is sandwiched right in the
middle of each benzene ring. These types of ring systems that are joined together like
that are called fused ring systems. We could say that the five-membered ring has a
benzene ring 'fused' to each side of it. A carbonyl group in organic chemistry is always
defined as a carbon-oxygen double bond.

General structure of fluorenone
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Due to the presence of an oxygen molecule, the chemical compound in fluorenone give
an electrostatic gate between the bonded carbon and oxygen which present fluorenone is
more negative than fluorene.

1.2 Thesis outline
Following this chapter, the overview of the thesis as follows:
In the second chapter I will present a simple description of retarded Green’s functions.
First, I consider a perfect one-dimensional tight binding chain, and then I break the
periodicity at a single connection and show how the Green’s function is related to the
transmission coefficient through the scattering region. Then I will introduce a more
general method to calculate the transmission coefficient from the wave function starting
with the Schrodinger equation. Finally, I will then show the main features of transport
curve through single molecules and briefly discuss about different kinds of resonances,
which are: Breit−Wigner resonances, anti-resonances and Fano resonances.
In the third chapter, I will introduce the analytical formula of Wigner delay time starting
with the time dependent Schrodinger equation and by applying it to a scattering
problem. Then, I will relate this concept to the connectivities to investigate Wigner
delay time in graphene-like molecules using tight-binding calculations when the
coupling to the molecule is very weak and the Fermi energy coincides with the center of
the HOMO-LUMO gap. I will then present and discuss my results related to the Wigner
delay time.

In the fourth chapter, I have examined two families of porphyrin oligomers, one with
moderate inter-porphyrin coupling, and the other with strong coupling. In moderatelycoupled butadiyne-linked wires, the conductance decays exponentially over a wide range
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of bias voltages. In contrast, for the series with strong coupling, the conductance
increases with length.

In the fifth chapter, I will study the conductance of a family of eight fluorene and
fluorenone molecules with para/meta connectivity and thiol/pyridyl anchor groups. The
results reveal that the conductance of these molecules is similar for para connectivity,
whereas for meta connectivity the conductance of fluorene << fluorenone.

Chapter six is the last chapter. It will contain a summary and conclusion of this work and
the possible applications that could arise from this work in future.
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Chapter 2
Theory of single particle transport

2.1. Introduction
The theory of single particle transport is introduced as the main numerical tool for studying
a range of molecular geometrics and involves detailed investigation of electronic properties.
Molecular electronics is focused on understanding the electrical properties of molecular
junctions where a molecule is attached between electrodes and the ballistic transport is
occurring through energy levels of the molecules. The coupling strength existing between
lead and molecules is considered to be small in comparison to intra- electrode and inter
molecular binding strengths. One of the important challenges in molecular electronic is how
to connect the molecule to metallic or any other electrodes to probe its electronic properties.
A scattering process is also involved in the movement from electrode to molecule and then
from molecule to electrode. The scattering process from electrode junction and molecular
bridge can be understood by following a general approach of the Green’s function formalism
which helps to achieve this process. In the beginning of this chapter the discussion will start
with a brief derivation of the Landauer formula then I will introduce a simple formula of a
retarded Green’s function which has been explained for a one-dimensional tight binding
chain. By breaking the periodicity of this lattice at a single connection it is seen that, the
Green’s function is directly related to transmission coefficient through the scattering region.
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Then, to determine the behaviour of resonance for the transmission coefficient as a function
of energy I introduce the Breit-Wigner formula and Fano- anti resonance phenomena which
is an important concept that is related to electrons transmission behaviour. These
phenomena explain the resulting changes in transmission coefficient by varying energy
level.

2.2. The Landauer Formula
The Landauer formula1,2 is the standard way to describe transport phenomena in ballistic
mesoscopic systems and is applicable for phase coherent systems, where a single wave
function is sufficient to describe the electronic flow. The final result is a formula which
relates the conductance of system to the S-matrix of a scattering region attached to two
semi-infinite leads.

Figure 2.2.1: A mesoscopic scatterer connected to contacts by ballistic leads. Where the chemical
potential in the contacts is μL (left) and μR (right) respectively.

To understand the main ideas behind this formula I start by considering a mesoscopic
scatterer connected to two contacts, which behave as electron reservoirs, forming two
ideal ballistic leads (Figure 2.2.1). All inelastic relaxation processes are limited to the
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reservoirs3. The reservoirs have slightly different chemical potentials μL > μR ⟹
μL -μR = eδV > 0, which will drive electrons from the left to the right reservoir. For one
open channel the zero-temperature incident electric current (δIin ) generated by the
chemical potential difference:
∂n

δI = ev (∂E) (μL -μR )

(2.2.1)

here, 𝑒 is the electronic charge, 𝑣𝑔 is the group velocity and 𝜕𝑛/𝜕𝐸 is the density of states
(DOS).
the system is considered as one dimensional, then we can write:
∂n
∂E

∂n ∂k

∂n 1

= ∂k ∂E = ∂k vℏ
∂n

As in one-dimension,

∂k

1

= π and

(2.2.2)
∂n
∂E

1

1 dE

= vh , since the group velocity is v = ℏ

dk

, by

this and after including a factor 2 for spin, equation (2.2.1) will be:
δI =

2e
h

(μL -μR ) =

2e2
h

δV

(2.2.3)

Where δV is the voltage which corresponding to the chemical potential difference. In the
absence of a scattering region it is clear that from equation (2.2.3), the conductance for
e2

h

one open channel is ( h ) , which is around 77.5 μS, or the resistance (e2 ) about 12.9 kΩ.
By considering a scattering region in the system, the current is partially reflected with a
probability 𝑅 = |𝑟|2 and partially transmitted with a probability 𝑇 = |𝑡|2. The current
passing through the scatterer to the right lead will be:
δI =

2e2
h

δI

TδV ⇒ δV = G =

2e2
h

T

This equation is the Landauer formula, were the conductance G =
transmission is evaluated at the Fermi energy4
23

(2.2.4)
I
V

=(

2e2
h

) T. And the

The Landauer formula has been generalized for the case of more than one open channel
by Buttiker2. In this case the transmission coefficient is replaced by the sum of all the
transmission amplitudes describing electrons incoming from the left contact and arriving
to the right contact. The Landauer formula equation (2.2.4) for many open channels
becomes:
δI

=G=
δV

2e2
h

2

∑i,j|t i,j | =

2e2
h

Trace(tt † )

(2.2.5)

Where, t i,j here is the amplitude of transmission describing scattering from the jth channel
of the left lead to ith channel of the right lead and G is the electrical conductance and ri,j
is the reflection amplitudes which describe the electron passing through scattering region
in the opposite direction. By combining the amplitudes of transmission and reflection,
can be define the scattering S matrix which involves the electron coming from the left
lead and the right lead as follow:
S = (rt

t'
)
r'

(2.2.6)

Here, r and t represent the electrons coming from the left, also r' and t' describe electrons
coming from the right. In equation (2.2.6) r, t, r' and t' are complex matrices for more
than one open channel, and due to charge conservation satisfy SS + = I.
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2.3. Theory of electron transport
To have a good understanding of electron transport we should know about the
transmission probability (T) which is related to the conductance G at the Fermi energy E
by the Landauer formula5,6
G(E) = Go T(E)

(2.3.1)

Where the electrical conductance is G(E) as a function of energy and the quantum
conductance is represented by Go =

2e2
h

where ‘e’ is the electron charge, h is the Planck’s

constant. T (E) has denotes the transmission coefficient as a function of energy, and is
the probability that an electron with energy E can transfer from one electrode to the other.
This leads us to the scattering formalism shown schematically below:

Diagram 2.3.1: has shown the transport mechanism where it is combination of mathematical
and physical structures. The transport mechanism is composed of two types of probabilities as
probability of R (E) and probability of T(E).

|t|2 + |r|2 = 1 → T(E) + R(E) = 1
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2.4. Scattering Theory
2.4.1 One dimensional (1-D) linear crystalline lattice
To give a clear outline of the methodology used, it is helpful to calculate the scattering
matrix for a simple one-dimensional structure before representing a generalized
methodology. We use the Green’s function approach for the derivation and in this
section, I am going to consider a simple tight-binding model in periodic systems to get a
qualitative understanding of electronic structure calculation having on-site energies (εo )
along with hopping elements(-γ) as shown in figure (2.4.1).

Figure 2.4.1: Tight-binding model of a one-dimensional periodic lattice with energy site εo and
hopping elements(-γ) where Z is the label of the orbital.

The matrix form of the Hamiltonian is written simply:


−
H =



−

o
−

−

o
−




− 

 

For obtaining z row of Hamiltonian the Schrodinger equation is represented as;
-γΨ(z-1) + (-E + εo )Ψ(z) -γΨ(z+1) = 0

(2.4.1)

For any function Ψ(z) that has to be a wave function, it only needs to satisfy criteria of
the Schrodinger equation (2.4.1)
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It is assumed that γ = γ* then by substituting a plane wave into equation (2.4.1) leads to
the dispersion relation (2.4.2).

E = εo -2γ cos k

(2.4.2)

The wave number is commonly represented by the quantum number (k) and the wave
function is linked to the retarded Greens function represented as g(z, z ' ). This equation
is very similar to the Schrödinger equation.

(E-H) g(z, z ' ) = δ(z,z' )
-γg(z-1, z ' ) + (E-εo ) g(z, z ' )-γ g(z + 1, z ' ) = δ(z,z' )

}

(2.4.3)

Where
δ(z,z' ) = 1,

if z = z '

δ(z,z' ) = 0,

if z ≠ z '

And

The Green's function g(z, z ' ) of a system is defined to be the amplitude at the point z,
resulting from an excitation at point z'. Two waves will be generated as a result of this
excitation and the waves moves outwards from the excitation points. The figure (2.4.2)
represents the amplitudes B and D.
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Figure 2.4.2: Structure of retarded Green’s function having an infinite one- dimensional lattice.
The wave is propagated towards the left and right sides through excitation at z = z' with
amplitude B and D respectively.

We expect two waves traveling outward from the excitation point with amplitude B and
D as represented in figure (2.4.2). These waves can be simply expressed as:
g(z, z ' ) = {

Deikz ,
Be-ikz ,

z ≥ z'
z ≤ z'

(2.4.4)

This expression satisfies equation (2.4.3) at every point, where the condition z = z' is not
satisfied where the Green’s function must be continuous at z = z'.
[g(z, z ' )]Left = [g(z, z ' )]Right
'

Be-ikz = Deikz

(2.4.5)

'

(2.4.6)

'

B = De2ikz

(2.4.7)

So, we find that,
'

ikz
= D eikz' eik(z-z )
g(z, z ' ) = {D e
'
'
'
'
De2ikz e-ikz = Deikz eik(z -z) = D eikz' eik(z -z)

z ≥ z'
z ≤ z'

(2.4.8)

We know that, the power of the complex exponent has to be always positive and the
simplified form of latter equation is represented as;
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'

'

g(z, z ' ) = Deikz eik|z -z| ,

(2.4.9)

Secondly, this expression must satisfy the Green’s equation, (E-H)g(z, z ' ) = δz,z' :
δz,z' = Eg(z, z ' )-ε0 g(z-z ' ) + γg(z + 1, z ' ) + γg(z-1, z ' )

(2.4.10)

We find the solution at z = z':
1 = (E-ε0 )g(z, z) + γg(z + 1, z) + γg(z-1, z)
= D eikz' [(E-ε0 )eik|z-z| + γeik|z+1 z| + γeik|z-1 z| ]

(2.4.11)

We solve for D eikz' :
1
= (E-ε0 ) + γeik + γeik
D eikz'
= (E-ε0 ) + γeik + γeik + γe-ik -γe-ik
= γeik -γe-ik
D eikz' =

1

(2.4.12)

2iγsink

Since we know that from the Schrödinger equation, the group velocity hvg = 2γ sin k we
find that, the Green’s function for a one-dimensional chain can be written as:
1

g R (z, z ' ) = ihv eik|z-z'|

(2.4.13)

g

There are more solutions that can be found for this problem in the literature3,7,8. In above
equation, I have solved for the retarded Green’s function g R (z, z ' ), but the advanced
Green’s function g A (z, z ' ) is an equally valid solution;

-1

'

i

'

g A (z, z ' ) = iℏv e-ik|z-z | = ℏv e-ik|z-z |
g

g
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(2.4.14)

The retarded Green’s function describes outgoing waves from an excitation point (z =
z ' ), but the advanced Greens’ function is describing two incoming waves that vanish at
the excitation point. From here I will use the retarded Green’s function and for the sake
of simplicity, drop the R from its representation. So g(z, z ' ) = g R (z, z ' ).

2.4.2 Semi-infinite one-dimensional lattice

Figure 2.4.3: Tight-binding model of a semi-infinite one-dimensional lattice with energy site εo
and hopping elements(-γ).

To satisfy the boundary condition, we introduce another plane wave component with a new
amplitude:
1

g(z, z ' ) = ihv eik|z-z'| + A e-ik|z-z'|
g

(2.4.15)

From the condition g(z, z0 ) = 0 , z ≤ z', we find:
1

g(z, z0 ) = ihv eik(z0 -z) + A e-ik(z0-z)
g

1

A = - ihv e2ik(z0 -z)

(2.4.16)

g

By substituting this back into the Green’s function, we find:
1

1

g(z, z') = ihv eik(z'-z) - ihv e2ik(z0 -z) e-ik(z'-z)
g

g
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1

g(z, z') = ihv [ eik(z'-z) - eik(2z0 -z-z') ]

(2.4.17)

g

The second condition is that, any point beyond z0 -1 does not have effect from a source
in the chain. So, if z ≥ z'and z =z0 , we expect g(z0 , z) = 0 so from this condition, we
find:
1

g(z0 , z) = ihv eik(z0 -z') + A e-ik(z0-z')
g

1

A = - ihv e2ik(z0 -z')

(2.4.18)

g

By substituting this back into the Green’s function, we find:
1

1

g(z, z') = ihv eik(z-z') - ihv e2ik(z0 -z') e-ik(z-z')
g

g

1

g(z, z') = ihv [ eik(z-z') - eik(2z0 -z-z') ]

(2.4.19)

g

By summarizing these two results we find:
1

{

ihvg
1

'

'

[ eik(z-z ) - eik(2z0 -z-z ) ] , z ≥ z'
'

ihvg

'

[ eik(z -z) - eik(2z0 -z-z ) ] ,

(2 .4.20)

z ≤ z'

The above result can be written as:
g(z, z ' ) =

1
ihvg

z

0
[ eik|z-z'| - eik(2z0 -z-z') ] = g ∞
z,z' + Ψz,z'
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(2.4.21)

2.4.3 One dimensional (1-D) scattering
As an example of the above, the surface Green’s function is evaluated with the site
z = z0 -1. So, the surface Green’s function is:
g( z0 -1, z0 -1) =

1
ihvg

[ eik| z0-1- z0 +1| - eik(2z0 - z0 +1- z0+1) ]

(2.4.22)

This leads to the simple form;
g( z0 -1, z0 -1) =

g( z0 -1, z0 -1) = -

1
ihvg

2isink

(-2isink) eik

eik = -

2iγsink

eik
γ

(2.4.23)

(2.4.24)

2.4.4 One-dimensional (1-D) Scattering Using Green’s functions

Figure 2.4.4: Tight binding model of two semi-infinite leads with one site energies ε0 and
couplings – γ, coupled by hopping element – α.

We consider two semi-infinite one-dimensional leads both leads are equal with ε0 onsite potential and – γ hopping elements. The total Green’s function is obtained in the case
of decoupled leads (α = 0)and it is represented by;

g=(

eik

0

γ

0

-

eik

g
)=( L
0

γ
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0
)
gR

(2.4.25)

This Green’s function represents two decoupled semi-infinite leads, g = (E-h1 )-1 where
h1 is the Hamiltonian of two decoupled semi-infinite leads and we have created an
infinite matrix for defining this Hamiltonian as;
⋱⋱ 0 0 0 0 0 0
⋱ ⋱ -γ 0 0 0 0 0
0-γεo -γ 0 0 0 0
0 0 -γ εo -γ 0 0 0
h1 =
0 0 0 -γ εo -γ 0 0
0 0 0 0 -γ εo -γ 0
0 0 0 0 0 -γ ⋱ ⋱
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 ⋱ ⋱)

(2.4.26)

We can connect the two leads by a hopping element, and the Hamiltonian for whole
system or coupled system in figure (2.2.4) becomes H = h1 + h0 where h0 contains the
coupling parameters
h0 = (

0 α
)
α 0

(2.4.27)

The Green’s function obtained for coupled system will be found by using Dyson’s
equation as follows;
G = (E-H)-1 = (E- h1 -h0 )-1

(2.4.28)

G = (g -1 -h0 )-1

(2.4.29)

The solution, in this case, will be:

G=

(
(

0

γ

0

-1

-1

eik

-

eik

) -(

0
α

γ

-γe-ik
1
G = γ2 e-2ik -α2 ( *
α

α
)
0

(2.4.30)

)

α
)
-γe-ik
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(2.4.31)

In order to calculate transmission ⃗t and reflection r⃖ amplitudes, we use the Greens’
function presented in equation (2.4.31) and apply them to the Fisher Lee relation which
calculates the scattering amplitudes of the scattering problem by relating it to the Green’s
function of the same problem5,7.
Since we know the Green’s function components from equation (2.4.31), we can define
the transmission and reflection coefficients. When the source from the excitation point
sends two waves travelling outwards, one away from the scatter and one towards the
scatter with amplitude B and D respectively. So, the Green’s function contains
'

'

information about two waves: a left wave or a reflected wave (D e-ik|z-z | + Breik|z-z | )
'

and the transmitted right wave (Bteik|z-z | )). Here we use symbol ⃖t for transmitted right
wave and r⃗ for reflected left wave where arrows are pointing directions of amplitudes.
γ e-ik

1 + r = -ihvg γ2 e-2ik -α2

(2.4.32)

α eik

t = ihvg γ2 e-2ik -α2

(2.4.33)

To calculate the transmission and reflection probabilities we use these coefficients as
follows;
T = |t |2

R = |r |2

and

So, by using the Landauer formula represented in equation (2.3.1) we can also calculate
the conductance of the system.
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2.5. More general method to calculate the transmission from
a wave function
In this section I discuss the relationship between a wave function and Green’s function
in more details and present a more general method for computing the transmission
amplitude of an arbitrary scattering region connected to one-dimensional leads.

Figure 2.5.1: Simple tight binding model having two different infinite leads that are connected
with independent scattering regions via hoping elements (-αL ) and (-αR ).

The structure presented in figure (2.5.1) can be described in detail to provide a clear
picture of the methodology used. We have two different leads one of them called the left
lead and another one the right lead. The left lead is a one-dimensional periodic lattice
constructed with site energies εL and coupling -γL and in the same for the right lead just
the values of the site energies are εR and the coupling -γR . The hopping elements -αL and
-αR are used for connecting the infinite leads with independent scattering regions. In this
section, I will use the form of Green’s function to solve the problem and calculate the
transmission coefficient as a function of energy.

2.5.1 Schrödinger equation representation
The problem is solved by considering the Schrödinger equation for the current system.
The equation is represented below:
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H|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉

(2.5.1)

The Hamiltonian of the scattering region is represented by H that will be used for

describing the current system. The eigenvalues are represented by E of the Hamiltonian
H and Ψj are used to present the wave function of the whole system and developing the
equation.
⋮
⋮
Ψ-2
Ψ-2
Ψ-1
Ψ-1
Ψ0
Ψ0
fa
fa
H
⋮ =E
⋮
fb
fb
ϕ0
ϕ0
ϕ1
ϕ1
ϕ2
ϕ2
( ⋮ )
( ⋮ )

(2.5.2)

The Schrödinger equation is written as;
ε͞L Ψ0 -γL Ψ-1 - αL fa = E Ψ0

(2.5.3)

ε͞R ϕ0 -γR ϕ+1 - αR fb = Eϕ0

(2.5.4)

∴(ε͞L - εL )Ψ0 + γL Ψ1 = αL fa

(2.5.5)

(ε͞R - εR )ϕ0 + γR ϕ-1 = αR fb

(2.5.6)

Since
Ψ1 = eik + re-ik
and
Ψ0 = 1 + r
we obtain
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Ψ1 = 2i sin k L + Ψ0 e-ikL

(2.5.7)

where
ϕ-1 = ϕ0 e-ikR

and

ϕ0 = ͞t

So,
1

v

t = ( vR ) 2 × t̅

(2.5.8)

L

So, our aim here is to write Ψ1 and ϕ-1 in terms of Ψ0 and ϕ0 to make the problem easier
where (t⃗ ) is the transmission amplitude and (r⃖ ) is the reflection amplitude.
An appropriate boundary condition has been introduced in order to derive the Green’s
function for an infinite lead and the system will be represented as;
fa =

fb =

γL
αL

ϒR
αR

Ψ1

(2.5.9)

ϕ-1

(2.5.10)

Hence; we know that from the general Schrödinger equation:
H|fj ⟩ = E|fj ⟩ + |S⟩

(2.5.11)

Also,
∑N
j=1 Hij fj = E fi + αL Ψ0 δi + αR ϕ0 δi

(E-H)|f⟩ = - |S⟩

where,

0
0
⋮
-αL Ψ0
|S⟩ =
0
0
⋮
-αR ϕ0
( ⋮ )

So, the above equation is transformed as:
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(2.5.12)

|f⟩ = - g(E) |S⟩

(2.5.13)

The problem can be solved after calculating the Greens’ function of the normal form and
it can be written as;
g(E) = (E-H)-1

(2.5.14)

So,
f
( a ) = - (ggaa
ba
fb

gab
)
gbb

(

-αL Ψ0
)
-αR ϕ0

(2.5.15)

This yields:

ϒ
α + L e-ikL

g

- (g aa αL
ba

αL

gab αR
ϒ
gbb αR +αR e-ikR
R

L

)(

Ψ0
)+
ϕ0

ϒL
αL

1
2i sin k L ( )
0

(2.5.16)

We want to calculate the transmission coefficient, which is obtained from ϕ0 .
So,
(

(

Ψ0
1
) = -g -1 × ( )
ϕ0
0

ϒL
αL

2i sin k L

(2.5.17)

ϒ
Ψ0
1
g α + R e-ikR
) = detg ( bb R αR
) ×
ϕ0
g α
ba

L

ϒL
αL

2i sin k L

(2.5.18)

By calculating the determinant of ɡ and we find
det g =
g bb

αR 2
ϒR

ϒL ϒR
αL α R

e-i(kL + kR ) [1 + g aa

eikR -(g aa g bb - g ba g ab )

αL 2 αR 2
ϒL ϒR

αL 2 ik
e L
ϒL

+

ei(kL + kR )

(2.5.19)

So,
ϕ 0 = t͞ =

gba αL
detg

×

γL
αL

2i sin k L

(2.5.20)

Where,
ϕ0 = t ̅

αL αR
ΥL ΥR

g

ba
× ei(kL + kR ) × detg
× ϒL 2i sin k L

So, by using equation (2.5.8) we obtain:
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(2.5.21)

t=

i (vR vL )1/2
αL αR

×

gba
detg

× ei(kL + kR )

(2.5.22)

Where vL = 2γL sin k L is the group velocity of the left lead.
The transmission coefficient T is obtained from
T = |t|2

(2.5.23)

Equations (2.5.22) and (2.5.23) are the most general formula to calculate the transmission
probability for any scattering region connected to identical or non-identical leads.
The completely general technique for calculating the Green’s function which a scattering
matrix S and the transport coefficient of a finite super-lattice connected to crystalline
semi-infinite leads can be found in9.

2.6. Features of the Transmission Curve
Transmission resonances associated with quantum interference is the main feature of
electron transport through single molecules and phase coherent nanostructures. By
looking at the properties of these resonances we can understand the transmission process.
Here, I will briefly discuss some different kinds of resonances, which are: Breit−Wigner
resonances10, anti-resonances11,12 and Fano resonances13,14.

2.6.1 Breit-Wigner Resonance
In the field of molecular electronics, where the dominant transport mechanism is resonant
transport through the energy levels of the molecules, studying of Breit-Wigner formula
is very important to understand the behaviour of these resonances for the function
T(E)15.To study the resonance line shapes attributed to Breit-Wigner formula, we can
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achieve this in our model by making the bonds α and β which couple to the scatterer ε1
to be very weak the strength of the coupling determines the width of the resonance and
the on-site energy its position.

4Γ

1
𝐸2

1
𝐸2

ℇ1 + 2Γ

ℇ1 + 2Γ

Figure 2.6.1: Shows the shape of resonance by studying of the Breit-Wigner formula a single
atom molecule.

In figure (2.6.2) I have presented the one dimensional (1-D) linear chain which contain
one impurity ε1 in the middle of chain that is attached to the left lead by bond α and to
the right lead by bond β and γ is the coupling in the leads.

Figure 2.6.2: illustrated one impurity with asymmetric coupling to the two leads.

From the above system we can write that:
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Ψ0 = 1+r ,

So, when j ≤ 0 → Fj = Ψj

ϕ1 = teik

and

and

⋮
⋮
F-1
F0
|F>=
f
F1
F2
⋮
( ⋮ )

if j ≥ 1 → Fj = ϕj

j is an impurity position and Fj = f
We use Schrodinger equation to solve the problem where we start from j=0 so, we can
write it as;
ℇ0 Ψo -γΨ-1 -αf = EΨo

(2.6.1)

ℇ0 Ψo -γΨ-1 -γΨ1 = EΨo

(2.6.2)
α

From these two equations we can find that, Ψ1 = γ f
For the j=1 position;
ℇ0 ϕ1 -γϕ2 -βf = Eϕ1

(2.6.3)

ℇ0 ϕ1 -γϕ1 -γϕ0 = Eϕ1

(2.6.4)

β

From these two equations ϕ1 = γ f
Now by rewrite Schrodinger equation for an impurity f
ℇ1 f-βϕ1 -αΨo = Ef

(2.6.5)

(E-ℇ1 )f = -βϕ1 -αΨo

(2.6.6)

From figure (2.6.2) we can introduce:
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Ψo = r + 1
Ψ-1 = e-ik + reik

,

ϕo = t
ϕ1 = teik = ϕ0 eik

,

So,
Ψ1 = e-ik + reik + eik -eik = 2isink + Ψ0 e-ik
Ψ1 = 2isink + Ψ0 e-ik =
β

ϕ0 = ϕ1 e-ik =

γ

α
γ

f

f

α

Ψ0 = eik ( γ f-2isink)
β

ϕ1 = γ f eik
By substituting the value of Ψ0 and ϕ1 into equation (2.6.6) we get:
α

β

Ψ0 = -αeik ( γ f-2isink) -β γ feik = (E-ε1 )f
f[(E-ε1 ) +

f=

By assuming;

= 2iγsinkeik

(2.6.8)

2iγsinkeik
(E-ε1 )+(

ΓL =

σL =

α2 sink
γ

α2 cosk
γ

f=

Where ,

α2 ik β2 ik
e - γe ]
γ

(2.6.7)

(2.6.9)

α2 β 2
+ )(cosk+isink)
γ
γ

,

ΓR =

,

σR

β
γ

γ

β2 cosk
γ

2iγsinkeik
(E-(ε1 -σ))+iΓ

ϕo = t =

β2 sink

where Γ= ΓL + ΓR

where σ = σL + σR

(2.6.10)

f

(2.6.11)
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By substituting the value of f into the above equation we get:
α2

f=

2i 2 β2 sinkeik
γ

(2.6.12)

(E-(ε1 -σ))+iΓ

The formula for transmission coefficient as a function of energy will be:
α2

T(E) = |t|2 =

T(E) =

4 2 β2 sin2 (k)eik
γ

(2.6.13)

(E-(ε1 -σ))2 +(iΓ)2

4 ΓL ΓR
(E-(ε1 -σ))2 +Γ2

(2.6.14)

For scattering which is not symmetric : where ΓL ≠ ΓR
Then the formula on resonance becomes:
4ΓL ΓR
2
L +ΓR )

T(E) = (Γ
Let ΓL >> ΓR

(2.6.15)

then we get:

T(E) =

4ΓL ΓR
(ΓL )2

→ T(E) =

4ΓL
ΓL 2

<< 1

This means that the transmission coefficient will be less than 1 if the coupling to the
‘molecule’ is not symmetric.

2.6.2 Fano Resonances
Molecule with a side group produce a Fano resonance when the energy E of the incident
electron is close to an energy level when a bound state (e.g. a pendant group ε2 ) is coupled
(by coupling integral α) to a continuum of states as shown in figure (2.6.3). A Fano
resonance is usually denoted by a resonance showing the typical Fano line shape which
is a resonance followed by an anti-resonance.
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Figure 2.6.3: Simple model to study Fano resonances. Two one-dimensional semi-infinite
crystalline chains coupled to a scatting region of site energy ε1 by hopping elements ΓL and
ΓR . An extra energy level, ε2 , is coupled to the scattering level by hopping element – α.

By using the formula in equation (2.6.16), I calculated the transmission probabilities. The
width of Fano resonances become narrow by varying the α coupling and the Fano
resonances occur at E = ε2 .
T(E) =

4ΓL ΓR
2
αα*
(E-ε1 ) +(ΓL +ΓR )2
E-ε2

(2.6.16)

2.6.3 Anti-Resonances
One of the important features in the transmission probability curve is an anti-resonance
which appears when the system is multi-branched and destructive interference occurs
between propagating waves at the nodal point.

Figure 2.6.4: illustrates a simple model to study anti-resonances. One atomic site with energy ε1
is attached to the 1-D crystalline chain with a coupling β.
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Using the tight binding model to study the single electron transport properties of a onedimensional (1-D) chain with a dangling bond.
Sending an electron through the lattice shown in figure (2.6.4) with energy E = ε1 or
equal to diagonal energy, then β will be infinite and T(E) will be equal to zero. Which
means the transmission coefficient is completely destroyed when the energy level lies
exactly in the site of chain. This is called destructive interference and results in an antiresonance in the transmission spectrum. Figure (2.6.5) shows the general shape of the
transmission probability related to the different kind of resonance.

Figure 2.6.5: Transmission coefficients for the systems; Breit-Wigner (red), Fano-resonance
(green) and anti-resonance (blue).
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Chapter 3

Magic number theory and Wigner delay
times in graphene-like molecules

The Wigner delay time function was proposed by Wigner in 1955 for a single scattering
channel derived from a Hermitian operator based on the scattering amplitude and then
generalized by Smith in 1960 to the multichannel scattering matrices. Here we study the
connectivity dependence of the Wigner delay time of single-molecule junctions we study
examples where the phase θ(E) of the transmission amplitude plays a crucial role in
normal junctions. In this case, the phase θ(E) is related to the Wigner delay time, which
characterises the time taken for an electron to pass through a single-molecule junction
formed from normal electrodes. The results presented in this chapter were submitted to
The Journal of Physical Chemistry.
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3.1. Introduction
During the past decade, experimental and theoretical studies of single molecules attached
to metallic electrodes have demonstrated that room-temperature electron transport is
controlled by quantum interference (QI) within the core of the molecule1–19. These
studies provide tremendous insight into the mechanisms leading to efficient charge
transport, but they ignore key aspects of quantum mechanical phase. For example, such
junctions are often described using the Landauer formula G = G0 T(EF ), where G0 =

2e2
h

is the quantum of conductance and EF is the Fermi energy of the electrodes. In this
expression T(E) is the transmission coefficient describing the probability that an electron
of energy E can pass through the junction from one electrode to the other and for singlechannel leads, is related to the transmission amplitude t(E) by T(E) = |t(E)|2 , where
t(E) is a complex number of the form t(E) = |t(E)|eiθ(E) . Clearly the phase θ(E) of the
transmission amplitude plays no role when computing T(E), even though T(E) is a result
of interference from different transport channels within a molecular junction. The aim of
the present study is to examine examples of molecular-scale transport in which phase
plays a crucial role and to discuss aspects of molecular-scale electron transport. in normal
electrode/molecule/ normal electrode N-M-N junctions. In this case, the phase θ(E) is
related to the Wigner delay time, which characterises the time taken for an electron to
pass through a single-molecule junction formed from normal electrodes.

3.2. Method
To illustrate how these phase-dependent phenomena can be predicted using magic
number theory, figure (3.2.1) shows two examples of molecules with a graphene-like
anthanthrene core, connected via triple bonds and pyridyl anchor groups to gold
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electrodes. The anthanthrene core (represented by a lattice of 6 hexagons) of molecule 1
and the anthanthrene core of molecule 2 are connected differently to the triple bonds.

1
j

i

2
l

m

Figure (3.2.1): Examples of molecules with anthanthrene cores, connected via triple bonds and
pyridyl anchor groups to the tips of gold electrodes, which in turn connect to crystalline gold
leads (not shown). Molecule 1 has a connectivity i-j and electrical conductance σij , while
molecule 2 has a connectivity l-m and electrical conductance σlm .

In a typical experiment using mechanically controlled break junctions or STM break
junctions17,19, fluctuations and uncertainties in the coupling to normal-metallic electrodes
are dealt with by measuring the conductance of such molecules many thousands of times
and reporting the statistically-most-probable electrical conductance. If σij is the
statistically-most-probable conductance of a molecule such as 1 in figure (3.2.1), with
connectivity i-j and σlm is the corresponding conductance of a molecule such as 2 in
figure (3.2.1), with connectivity l-m, then it was recently predicted theoretically and
demonstrated experimentally13,20,21 that for polyaromatic hydrocarbons such as
anthanthrene, the statistically-most-probable conductance ratio σij /σlm is independent of
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the coupling to the electrodes and could be obtained from tables of “magic numbers.” If
Mij (Mlm ) is the magic number corresponding to connectivity i-j (l-m), then this “magic
ratio theory” predicts
σij
Mij 2
=(
)
σlm
Mlm

(3.2.1)

From a conceptual viewpoint, magic ratio theory views the shaded regions in figure
(3.2.1) as “compound electrodes”, comprising both the anchor groups and gold
electrodes, and focuses attention on the contribution from the core alone. As discussed
in Ref22, the validity of Eq. (3.2.1) rests on the key foundational concepts of weak
coupling, locality, connectivity, mid-gap transport, phase coherence and connectivityindependent statistics. When these conditions apply, the complex and often uncontrolled
contributions from electrodes and electrode-molecule coupling cancel in conductance
ratios and therefore a theory of conductance ratios can be developed by focusing on the
contribution from molecular cores alone.
The term “weak coupling” means that the central aromatic subunit such as anthanthrene
should be weakly coupled to the anchor groups via spacers such as acetylene, as shown
in figure (3.2.1). Weak coupling means that the level broadening Γ and the self energy
Σ of the HOMO and LUMO should be small compared with the HOMO-LUMO gap EHL .
Any corrections will then be of order Γ/EHL or Σ/EHL, which means that such terms can
be ignored, provided the Fermi energy lies within the gap. Clearly a central condition for
the applicability of the Landauer formula and therefore magic-number theory is that the
molecular junction is described by a time independent mean-field Hamiltonian. The
concept of ‘mid-gap transport’ is recognition of the fact that unless a molecular junction
is externally gated by an electrochemical environment or an electrostatic gate, charge
transfer between the electrodes and molecule ensures that the energy levels adjust such
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that the Fermi energy EF of the electrodes is located in the vicinity of the centre of the
HOMO-LUMO gap and therefore transport takes place in the co-tunnelling regime. In
other words, transport is usually ‘off-resonance’ and the energy of electrons passing
through the core does not coincide with an energy level of the molecule. Taken together,
these conditions ensure that when computing the Green’s function of the core, the
contribution of the electrodes can be ignored. The concept of ‘phase coherence’
recognises that in this co-tunnelling regime, the phase of electrons is usually preserved
as they pass through a molecule and therefore transport is controlled by QI. ‘Locality’
means that when a current flow through an aromatic subunit, the points of entry and exit
are localised in space. For example, in molecule 1 (see figure (3.2.1)), the current enters
at a particular atom i and exits at a particular atom j. The concept of ‘connectivity’
recognises that through chemical design and synthesis, spacers can be attached to
different parts of a central subunit with atomic accuracy and therefore it is of interest to
examine how the flow of electricity depends on the choice of connectivity to the central
subunit. The condition of “connectivity-independent statistics” means that the statistics
of the coupling between the anchor groups and electrodes should be independent of the
coupling to the aromatic core. To be more precise, we note that in an experimental
measurement of single-molecule conductance using for example a mechanicallycontrolled break junction, many thousands of measurements are made and a histogram
of logarithmic conductances is constructed. This statistical variation arises from
variability in the electrode geometry and in the binding conformation to the electrodes of
terminal atoms such as the nitrogen in figure (3.2.1). The assumption of “connectivityindependent statistics” means that this variability is the same for the two different
connectivities of figure (3.2.1). When each of these conditions applies, it can be
shown13,20,21 that in the presence of normal-metallic electrodes, the most probable
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2

electrical conductance corresponding to connectivity i-j is proportional to |g ij (EF )|

where g ij (EF ) is the Green’s function of the isolated core alone, evaluated at the Fermi
energy of the electrodes. In the absence of time-reversal symmetry breaking, g ij (EF ) is a
real number. Since only conductance ratios are of interest, we define magic numbers by
Mij = Ag ij (EF )

(3.2.2)

where A is an arbitrary constant of proportionality, chosen to simplify magic number
tables and which cancels in Eq. (3.2.1). Magic ratio theory represents an important step
forward, because apart from the Fermi energy EF , no information about the electrodes is
required. The question we address below is how can the theory be extended to describe
Wigner delay times?
In the presence of normal-metallic electrodes, many papers discuss the conditions for
destructive quantum interference (DQI), for which Mij ≈ 0 5,7,17,23–27. On the other hand,
magic ratio theory aims to describe constructive quantum interference (CQI), for which
Mij may take a variety of non-zero values. If H is the non-interacting Hamiltonian of the
core, then since g(EF ) = (EF -H)-1, the magic number table is obtained from a matrix
inversion, whose size and complexity reflects the level of detail contained in H. The
quantities Mij were termed “magic”

13,20,21

, because even a simple theory based on

connectivity alone yields values, which are in remarkable agreement with experiment20 .
For example, for molecule 1 (see figure (3.2.1)), the prediction was Mij = -1, whereas
for molecule 2, Mlm = -9 and therefore the electrical conductance of molecule 2 was
predicted to be 81 times higher than that of 1, which is close to the measured value of 79.
This large ratio is a clear manifestation of quantum interference (QI), since such a change
in connectivity to a classical resistive network would yield only a small change in
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conductance. To obtain the above values for Mij and Mlm , the Hamiltonian H was chosen
to be
0
Ct

H=(

C
)
0

(3.2.3)

where the connectivity matrix C of anthanthrene is shown in figure (3.2.2). In other
words, each element Hij was chosen to be -1 if i, j are nearest neighbours or zero otherwise
and since anthanthrene is represented by the bipartite lattice in which odd numbered sites
are connected to even numbered sites only, H is block off-diagonal. The corresponding
core Green’s function evaluated at the gap centre EF = 0 is therefore obtained from a
simple matrix inversion g(0) = -H -1 . Since H and therefore -H -1 are block off-diagonal,
this yields M = ( 0
̅
M

̅t
M
), where M is the magic number table of the polycyclic aromatic
0

hydrocarbons (PAHs) core. The connectivity matrix C and off-diagonal block of the
̅ for anthanthrene are shown in Figure (3.2.2b and c respectively.
magic number table M
As noted above, for molecule 1, with connectivity 9-22, M9,22 = -1, whereas for
molecule 2, with connectivity 3-12, M3,12 = -9.
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Figure (3.2.2): (a) The anthanthrene cores numbering system. (b) The connectivity table C. (c)
̅ corresponding to the anthanthrene lattice.
The non-interacting magic number table M

Magic number tables such as Figure (3.2.2c) are extremely useful, since they facilitate
the identification of molecules with desirable conductances for future synthesis.
Conceptually, tables obtained from Hamiltonians are also of interest, since they capture
the contribution from intra-core connectivity alone (via the matrix C, comprising -1’s or
zeros), while avoiding the complexities of chemistry.

3.3. Results and discussion
The Wigner delay time function was proposed by Wigner in 1955 for a single scattering
channel derived from a Hermitian operator based on the scattering amplitude and then
generalized by Smith in 1960 to the multichannel scattering matrices28–30.
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Consider a scatterer whose transmission amplitude is t ab (E) = |t ab (E)| × eiθab (E) . The
corresponding Wigner delay time τW is define by τW = ħτab , where
τab =

dθab
dE

(3.3.1)

If the scatterer is connected to single-channel current-carrying electrodes by couplings
γa and γb , it can be show that
t ab (E) = 2i sin k × е2ik × (

γa × γb
ɡab
)×
γ
∆

(3.3.2)

Where

∆= 1 +

γa 2
γ

g aa eik +

γb 2
γ

g bb eik +

γa 2 γb 2
γ2

(g aa g bb -g ab g ba ) e2ik

(3.3.3)

In deriving this expression, the electrodes are assumed to be one-dimensional tightbinding chains, with nearest neighbour hopping elements – γ, (where γ > 0) with a
dispersion relation E = -2γ cos k, which relates the energy E of an electron travelling
along the electrode to its wave vector k, where 0 ≤ k ≤ π. The group velocity of such
dE

electrons within the electrodes is therefore v = dk = 2γ sin k.
In equation (3.3.3), γa , γb are the couplings between molecule and the left and right
electrodes respectively. g ab is the a, b element of the core Green’s function ɡ= (E-H)-1 ,
where H is the Hamiltonian describing the isolated core. Since we are interested in the
contribution to the delay time from the molecular core, we shall consider the ‘wide band
limit’, where k is independent of energy E in the energy range of interest, between the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of the scattering region formed by the molecule. When H is real g is real and
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therefore the delay time is obtained from the phase of the complex number ∆ = 1 + ∆1 +
i∆2.
In this expression, ∆1 = α cos k + β cos 2k, ∆2 = α sin k + β sin 2k where, α =
γa 2
γ

g aa +

γb 2
γ

g bb and β =

τab = - [

γa 2 γb 2
γ2

Δ

(g aa g bb - g ab g ba ). Hence θab = -atan(1+Δ2 ) and
1

Δ̇2 (1 + Δ1 )-Δ̇1 Δ2
]
(1 + Δ1 )2 + Δ22

α̇ sin k + β̇ sin 2k + (β̇α-α̇ β) sin k
= -[
]
(1 + α cosk + β cos2k)2 + ( α sink + β sin2k)2

(3.3.4)

As an example, consider the mathematically simple ballistic limit, where the scatterer is
a linear chain of N sites coupled by nearest neighbor elements – γ. In this case, by
choosing γa = γb = γ, the system reduces to a perfect linear crystal and one obtains
π

θab = k(N + 1) + 2 and τab =

(N+1)dk
dE

N+1

=

v

dE

, where v = dk = 2γ sin k is the group

velocity of a wave packet of energy E. In other words, one obtains the intuitive result that
the delay time is the length of the scatterer divided by the group velocity.
On the other hand, we are interested in the opposite limit of a scatterer, which is weakly
coupled to the leads, such that

γa
γ

≪ 1 and

γb
γ

≪ 1 and transport is off-resonance, such

that the energy E lies within the HOMO-LUMO gap. In this case, β ≪ α, and α ≪ 1 so
the delay time reduces to
τab ≈ -α̇ sin k ≈ - (ġ bb

γb 2
γa 2
+ ġ aa
) sin k
γ
γ

(3.3.5)

This equation shows that the total delay time is a sum of independent times due to each
contact.
τab ≈ (τbb

γb 2
γa 2
+ τaa
) sin k
γ
γ
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(3.3.6)

where we have defined an intrinsic core delay time to be:
τaa = -ġ aa
which is independent of the coupling to the leads. Since g aa = ∑N
n=1

(3.3.7)
[ψa (n)]2
E-λn

,

this yield
N

τaa =

(g 2 )

aa

=∑
n=1

[ψa (n)]2
(E-λn )2

Since the local density of states ρa is given by ρa = -1/πLt η→0 Im ∑N
n=1

(3.3.8)
ψa (n)ψb (n)
E-λn +iη

=

[ψ (n)]2

a
η/π ∑N
n=1 (E-λ )2 +η2 , this demonstrates that τaa is proportional to the local density of
n

states at atom a of the isolated molecule.
In the case where the couplings to the leads (γa and γb ) are identical, then the ratio of
delay times corresponding to connectivities a, b and c, d is
τab τaa + τbb
=
τcd τcc + τdd

(3.3.9)

This delay time ratio is a property of the core Green’s function g alone. It is interesting
to note that as illustrated by all the above examples, in the weak coupling limit, the delay
time is always positive.
Since τaa = -ġ aa , where g = (E-H)-1, τaa is obtained from the diagonal elements of -ġ =
(E-H)-2, which at E = 0 is proportional to M 2 , where M is the core of the magic number
table.
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3.4. Calculation of the Wigner delay times for on-resonance
transport
In the absence of external gating, electron transport through molecules under ambient
conditions is usually off-resonance. On the other hand, if a molecule is gated such that
the energy E of electrons passing through the molecule is close to an energy level of the
molecule, then in principle transport could be on resonance. To illustrate the properties
of τab in this limit, we now examine a number of examples, under the condition that the
scatterer is weakly coupled to the leads, such that

γa
γ

≪ 1 and

γb
γ

≪ 1.

Example 1a:
In the limit β ≪ α, equation (3.3.4) reduces to

τab ≈ - [

α̇ sin k
]
(1 + α cosk)2 + (α sin k)2

(3.3.10)

As an example, consider the case where

g ab ≈

ψa ψb
E-λ0

(3.3.11)

In this case, β = 0 and
Γab
τab ≈ [
2 ]
(E-λab )2 + Γab

(3.3.12)

In this expression, λab = λ0 -σ, σ = σa +σb and Γab = Γa +Γb , where σa =
-

γa 2
γ

ψ2a cos k and Γa =

γa 2
γ

ψ2a sin k and similarly for σb , Γb . Hence on resonance, where

E = λab , the delay time reduces to τab ≈ 1/Γab . On the other hand, if transport is off
resonance and E lies close to the gap centre,
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τab ≈

Γab
δ2

, where δis half the HOMO-LUMO gap. Since Γab ≪ δ, this demonstrates that

the ‘on-resonance’ delay time is much longer than the ‘off-resonance’ delay time.
Interestingly, the transmission coefficient Tab (E) = |t ab |2 in this case is given by the
Breit-Wigner formula:
4Γa Γb
Tab ≈ [
2 ]
(E-λab )2 + Γab

(3.3.13)

Hence the delay time is related to the electrical conductance by

Tab /τab ≈

4Γa Γb
Γa + Γb

(3.3.14)

Example 1b:
As a further example, consider the case of a Fano resonance created by a pendant orbital
of energy ϵ coupled to ψ by a coupling constant η, such that λ0 = λ1 + η2 /(E-ϵ). In this
case, since λ0 is energy dependent, one obtains

Γab (1 +
τab ≈

η2
)
(E-ϵ)2
2

η2
2
(E-λab ) + Γab
(E-ϵ)2

(3.3.15)

Near the Fano resonance, where E ≈ ϵ, this yields

τab ≈

Γab
η2
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(3.3.16)

For η ≪ Γab , this yields τab ≫ 1/Γab , which means that the electron spends a long time
on the pendant orbital.
In this case,

Tab /τab ≈

4Γa Γb
(Γa + Γb ) (1 +

η2
)
(E-ϵ)2

(3.3.17)

Which reflects the fact that Tab vanishes at the Fano resonance, where E = ϵ.
As examples, consider the graphene-like molecules shown in Figure (3.4.1), in which (a)
represents a benzene ring, (b) naphthalene, (c) anthracene, (d) tetracene, (e) pentacene
(f) pyrene, (g) anthanthrene and (k) azulene.

a

c

b

d

f

e

g

h

Figure (3.4.1): Molecular structure of substituted: a) benzene ring, b) a naphthalene, c)
anthracene, d) tetracene, e) pentacene, f) pyrene, g) anthanthrene and h) azulene.

For the naphthalene core shown in Figure (3.4.2,a), the τij table of Figure (3.4.2b),
describes Wigner delay times in the middle of HOMO-LUMO gap.
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a

b

τij
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
-0.89
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.11
0.00
-0.44
0.00
0.56
0.00

2
0.00
-1.22
0.00
0.78
0.00
-0.44
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.56

3
0.22
0.00
-0.56
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.11
0.00

4
0.00
0.78
0.00
-1.22
0.00
0.56
0.00
0.11
0.00
-0.44

5
0.11
0.00
0.22
0.00
-0.89
0.00
0.56
0.00
-0.44
0.00

6
0.00
-0.44
0.00
0.56
0.00
-0.89
0.00
0.22
0.00
0.11

7
-0.44
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.56
0.00
-1.22
0.00
0.78
0.00

8
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.22
0.00
-0.56
0.00
0.22

9
0.56
0.00
0.11
0.00
-0.44
0.00
0.78
0.00
-1.22
0.00

10
0.00
0.56
0.00
-0.44
0.00
0.11
0.00
0.22
0.00
-0.89

Figure (3.4.2): a) Molecule structure of naphthalene with numbering. b) The τab table of
naphthalene. Note that by symmetry, there are only three distinct delay times.

To demonstrate how the Wigner delay times change with the number of the rings in the
acene series a-e of Figure (3.4.1), we calculate the maximum and minimum delay times
for each core as a function of the number of rings. For structures shown in Figure (3.4.1)ae), shows the maximum and minimum of the Wigner delay times, corresponding to the
connectivities marked red and blue respectively. For example, in Figure (3.4.1)b), for
naphthalene, the maximum delay time is corresponding to atoms number 2, 4, 9, 7 and
atoms 3 and 8 have the minimum value.
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Figure (3.4.3): The maximum and minimum values of τaa for the acene series as a function of
the number of rings.

The following table summarize the min-max value of τ for different molecules.

Molecular heart

max of τaa

min of τaa

Benzene

0.75

0.75

Naphthalene

1.22

0.55

Anthracene

2.5

0.62

4_rings

3.8

0.8

5_rings

6.25

0.69

Pyrene

1.75

0.67

Anthanthrene

3.8

0.6

Azulene

1.97

1.18

Table (3.4.1): Maximum and minimum core delay times for the molecules of figure (3.4.1).
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The above behavior is clearly reflected in the local density of states of the molecules,
shown in figure (3.4.4).

Figure (3.4.4): The local density of states of the molecules shown in Figure (3.4.1).
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Chapter 4

Bias-driven conductance increase with
length in porphyrin tapes
The search for long-range charge transport across individual molecules has been subject
to many studies in the last couple of decades related to many chemical and physical
processes. In contrast, there are no systematic experimental or theoretical studies of the
effects of applied bias voltage on the length dependence of their conductance. In this
chapter It is great of interest to study and investegat how the change in conductance with
length of oligo(porphyrin)s with well-defined anchor groups depends on voltage. This
work was carried out in collaboration with experimental groups in Oxford and Liverpool
university. The results presented in this chapter were published in ‘Bias-driven
conductance increase with length in porphyrin tapes’ J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2018, 140,
12877−12883.
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4.1. Introduction
Investigating length dependence and long-range charge transport across individual
molecules is an important area of study related to many chemical and physical processes.
One example is in photosynthesis, where the harvesting of sunlight is achieved via
stepwise electron transfer.1 Another is the study of electron transport through proteinbased junctions, which is found to be surprisingly efficient, and where the exact transport
mechanism remains unclear.2,3 Single molecule-based devices offer benefits such as
switchability,4–8 reduced power requirements and small footprints, and have the potential
to transform areas such as chemical sensing, molecular logic and thermoelectric
devices.9–11 Porphyrins, which are an important part of the photosynthetic process,1 are
promising candidates for sub-10 nm electronics due to their long-range charge transport
ability.12–22 They are planar, aromatic macrocycles, and when joined together in the form
of oligomers, the degree of overall conjugation, and hence HOMO-LUMO (H-L) gap,
depends on the type of inter-ring connection. Connection at the meso positions with
alkynes results in moderate electronic communication between rings.23–25 Linking with
multiple covalent bonds, on the other hand, produces much stronger effects.18 Triplylinked (edge-fused) porphyrin tapes show remarkable electronic properties, and dramatic
reductions in H-L gap with length, with some of the smallest gaps reported for organic
compounds.26 This makes them extremely interesting to study both from a fundamental
point of view, to test our models of electron transfer, and more pragmatically, to test their
ability as molecular wires. To the best of our knowledge, however, there have been only
a couple of experimental studies into the conductance of fused porphyrins with welldefined anchor groups13,27 and only one theoretical study.28 Furthermore, there are no
systematic experimental or theoretical studies of the effects of applied bias voltage on
the length dependence of their conductance. Systematic studies into distance dependence
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as a function of voltage are themselves rare, with just a few examples in the literature,
mostly without well-defined anchor groups.29–31 It is therefore of great interest to study
how the change in conductance with length of oligo(porphyrin)s with well-defined
anchor groups depends on voltage.
In general, for coherent transport, molecular conductance is expected to decrease
exponentially with length, following the form,
G(l) = A exp(-βl)

(4.1.1)

where l represents the molecular length, A is a pre-factor that sets the order of magnitude
and β is the conductance attenuation factor which describes the degree to which the
conductance decays as the length of the wire is increased.21 For single molecules wired
between a pair of metallic (normally gold) electrodes, alkanes display high β values,
between 8-10 nm-1,32,33 whilst oligo(phenyl)s and oligo(phenylene ethynylene)s are much
lower, between 3-4 nm-1,34,35 This trend clearly demonstrates that conjugation through
π-bonding produces lower β values than σ-bonding, highlighting the importance of
chemical structure on conductance attenuation. As conductance, however, is expected to
change with voltage, it is natural to ask how the attenuation varies as a consequence.
Recent theoretical analysis of zero-bias transport through fused porphyrin wires,28
predicts that the zero bias  is sensitive to the anchor group, and for fused porphyrins
connected to graphene electrodes the zero bias conductance can increase with increasing
length. This ‘negative  ’ is due to the quantum nature of electron transport through such
wires, arising from the strong narrowing of the HOMO-LUMO gap as the length of the
oligomers increases. Since the transmission coefficient depends strongly on the energy
of injected electrons, a significant voltage dependence of  is anticipated.
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4.2. Molecular structure

c
P1

fP2

P2

fP3

P3

Figure 4.2.1: (a) Structure of fused porphyrins fP2 and fP3 (R2 = Si(C6H13)3), (b) butadiynelinked porphyrins P1, P2 and P3 (R1 = OC8H17) and (c) Geometry of molecule P1, P2, P3, fP2
and fP3 contacted between gold electrodes.
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We have examined two families of porphyrin oligomers, one with moderate interporphyrin coupling, and the other with strong coupling. Moderate coupling is achieved
via butadiyne (C4) linkers (P1-P3 as shown in Figure (4.2.1, b)), and much stronger
coupling is achieved by directly fusing the porphyrins, creating the structures shown in
Figure (4.2.1, a) (fP2 and fP3). The HOMO-LUMO gap decreases with length in both
series, with the largest reduction seen for the fused series. The electrochemical HOMOLUMO gaps for fP2 and fP3 were measured as 1.08 eV and 0.78 eV respectively.
To theoretically model the conductance of the series of porphyrin molecules attached to
gold electrodes we use a first principles quantum transport approach, combining the
density functional code SIESTA36 and GOLLUM.37 Firstly, the optimum geometry of
the isolated molecule was calculated using a double-zeta polarized basis set, an energy
cutoff of 150 Rydbergs, norm conserving pseudopotentials and the GGA38 functional to
describe the exchange correlation functional. The molecule was relaxed until all forces
on the atoms were less than 0.1 V/Å. Gold electrodes were then attached to the molecule,
The optimum binding location was found by relaxing the molecule in the presence of the
gold leads and the gold-sulphur bond distance was found to be 2.6 Å and the Au-S-C
bond angle 140°. The zero bias transmission coefficient T(E) was calculated by
extracting a Hamiltonian describing this molecular junction Figure (4.2.1, c) from
SIESTA and utilizing the Greens function based method of GOLLUM. The conductance
eV
2
eV
EF 2

was then calculated from G = I/V where I = ∫
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EF +

T(E) dE.

4.3. Results and discussion
Figure (4.3.1) a and b show 1D histograms at selected voltages (0.1 V and 0.7 V).
experimental result carried out by our collaborators at Liverpool university . At or below
0.1 V, P1 has the highest conductance, with fP2 and fP3 both being very similar. At 0.7
V, it is clear, however, that the conductance trend now becomes GfP3 > GfP2 > GP1 due to
the dependence of G on V increasing in the order P1 < fP2 < fP3. The conductance of
fP3 is not only 2.5 orders of magnitude larger than P3, but around a factor 20 larger than
P1.

Figure 4.3.1: (a and b) 1D conductance histograms constructed from the data obtained at 0.1 V
and 0.7 V for P1, P2, P3 and P1, fP2, fP3 respectively.

To elucidate the underlying transport mechanisms leading to the observed voltage
dependence, I used density functional theory combined with the quantum transport code
Gollum to compute the conductance versus voltage of both the fused and C4-linked
molecules. The resulting transmission curves are shown in Figure (4.3.2, a) and the
corresponding conductance versus voltage curves are presented in figures (4.3.2, b). In
the case of the fused porphyrins, the Fermi level lies in the tail of their non-degenerate
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HOMOs and the HOMO dominated transport is obtained. As expected, the conductance
increases with voltage for all molecules. At zero bias, GP3 << GP2 << GP1, whereas for
the fused series, the conductance values lie within a factor two of each other, consistent
with the experiments Figure (4.3.2, c). As the bias is increased, however, then beyond
0.5 V the following trend is obtained: conductance of GfP3 >> GfP2 >> GP1, which is in
stark contrast to the C4-linked series where the behaviour remains GP3 < GP2 < GP1. This
again is in good agreement with the experimental values as shown in figure (4.3.2, c).

Figure 4.3.2: (a) Calculated transmission coefficient using mean field Hamiltonian obtained
from DFT for fused and butadiyne-linked porphyrin series. (b) Calculated conductance vs. bias
voltage for each compound (c) Mean experimental log(G/G0) traces for each compound.
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Chapter 5
Cross conjugation increases the conductance
of meta-connected fluorenones

Charge transport through meta-connected biphenylene is strongly suppressed by
destructive quantum interference (DQI) and as I demonstrate here in this chapter, this
suppression persists when a saturated tetrahedral carbon is added to bridge the biphenyl
moiety yielding a fluorene. The results demonstrate that the main effect of the bridge
atom is to alleviate the DQI transmission dip from the middle of HOMO and LUMO of
the meta-connected biphenylene core and increase the conductance of the resulting metaconnected fluorene and fluorenone cores. This work was carried out in collaboration with
the experimental group in Oxford and Liverpool university. The results presented in this
chapter were submitted on Nanoscale.
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5.1 Introduction
Molecular-scale electronics1,2 is a branch of nanoelectronics in which the electrical
components are formed from single or a few molecules. The measurement and
understanding of charge transport in single molecules are essential for the development
of single-molecule electronic devices3–7. Several experimental approaches have been
established for measuring transport through single (or a few) molecules, notably the
mechanically controlled break junction (MCBJ) and scanning tunnelling microscopybreak junction (STM-BJ) techniques8,9. Over the last two decades, a variety of anchor
groups have been synthesized for binding single molecules to metallic electrodes5,10,
including pyridines11, amines12, thiols and methyl sulphides13,14. These studies of chargetransport through single molecules trapped between two metallic electrodes demonstrate
that anchor groups, molecular lengths, the nature of spacers and electronic structures of
the aromatic subunits, can significantly affect transmission through molecular devices15–
18

. Other key factors are the molecular conformation, the gap between the highest

occupied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (the HOMO-LUMO gap)19,20, the
alignment of this gap to the Fermi level of the metal electrodes, and the coordination
geometry at the metal-molecule contacts.
Recent studies have also revealed that changing the connectivity to electrodes of phenyl
rings from para to meta reduces their electrical conductance, because it switches the
quantum interference (QI) in their π systems from constructive quantum interference
(CQI) to destructive quantum interference (DQI)1,2,21–28. Here I examine how this
transition from CQI to DQI can be controlled by placing bridge atoms across the
biphenylene core of oligo(arylene-ethynylene) (OAE)-type molecular wires29. Previous
studies have shown that para-connected cross-conjugated anthraquinone-based
molecules have a significantly lower conductance compared to fully conjugated
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counterparts30–34 and that para-connected fluorenones exhibit constructive CQI in the
HOMO-LUMO gap35. Here I study the electrical conductance of a meta-connected crossconjugated core. I demonstrate theoretically that the DQI of the meta-connected
biphenylene core is alleviated in the meta-connected cross conjugated fluorenone,
leading to a high conductance, which is comparable with para-connected fluorenone.
Also the experimental result from our collaborators confirm my calculation and a recent
prediction that cross conjugation increases the conductance of meta-connected
anthraquinone36.

5.2 Molecular structure

Figure 5.2.1: Chemical structures of the eight compounds investigated.
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During this study, the single-molecule conductance of eight compounds with the
molecular structures illustrated in figure (5.2.1) is compared: fluorenes p-CMe2-S, mCMe2-S, p-CMe2-N and m-CMe2-N, and fluorenones p-CO-S, m-CO-S, p-CO-N and
m-CO-N.
The optimized geometry and ground state Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements of
each structure were self-consistently obtained using the SIESTA37 implementation of
density functional theory (DFT). SIESTA employs norm-conserving pseudo-potentials
to account for the core electrons and linear combinations of atomic orbitals to construct
the valence states. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) of the exchange and
correlation functional is used with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof parameterization
(PBE)38, a double-ζ polarized (DZP) basis set, a real-space grid defined with an
equivalent energy cut-off of 250 Ry. The geometry optimization for each structure is
performed to the forces smaller than 10 meV/Å. Figures (5.2.2) and (5.2.3) show
geometry-optimized structures used to obtain the DFT results. The mean-field
Hamiltonian obtained from the converged DFT calculation or a simple tight-binding
Hamiltonian was combined with our Gollum quantum transport code39 to calculate the
phase-coherent, elastic scattering properties of each system consist of left (source) and
right (drain) leads and the scattering region.
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c)

a)

P-CMe2-S

p-CO-S

b)

d)

m-CMe2-S

m-CO-S

Figure 5.2.2: Relaxed structure of: (a),(b) fluorene core connected to thiol anchor using para and
meta connectivity, (c),(d) fluorenone core connected to thiol anchor using para and meta
connectivity.

a)

c)

p-CMe2-N

p-CO-N

d)

b)

m-CO-N

m-CMe2-N

Figure 5.2.3: Relaxed structure of: (a), (b) fluorene core connected to pyridine anchor using para
and meta connectivity, (c), (d) fluorenone core connected to pyridine anchor using para- and
meta- connectivity.
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5.3 Results and discussion
The most surprising outcome is that for the meta-compounds with both thiol and pyridyl
anchor groups, replacing the CMe2 bridge by a C=O leads to a dramatic increase in
conductance, close to a factor 30. The same replacement in the para-compounds has a
negligible influence (both p-CO compounds actually appear to be fractionally lower in
conductance than the p-CMe2 counterparts). This agrees with previous results on paraconnected OPE3 molecules where different substituents on the central phenyl ring have
a negligible effect on conductance22,23,40. Viewed another way, switching from para to
meta connectivity when the bridge is CMe2 causes the conductance to drop two orders of
magnitude. In contrast, when the bridge is C=O, the same operation causes the
conductance to drop by only a factor 2-3. This behavior is remarkable, because from a
valence-bond perspective, each terminal S/N atom is formally cross-conjugated via the
carbonyl group, as noted for similar structures by Estrada et al. and Homnick et al41,42,
and as such no direct alternating single/double bond path exists for meta-connectivity.
Comparing the thiols and the pyridyls more generally, for any given backbone, the
conductance is always about 10 times lower for pyridyls compared to thiols. There are
not many published reports directly comparing thiol anchors with pyridyls. In
reference43exchanged the benzenethiol, PhS, groups in an OPE3 wire for Py resulting in
a 30-fold drop in conductance. In two separate studies44,45 1,4-bis-4,4’-pyridyl benzene
was measured to have a conductance of log(G/G0) = -4.7, whereas p-terphenyl dithiol
was measured at log(G/G0) = -3.2 (also about a factor 30 difference). These results are,
therefore, consistent with the previous results in displaying about an order of magnitude
drop in conductance when exchanging PhS with Py.
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Figure (5.3.1) below shows the calculated conductance of the molecules in para and meta
connectivities for fluorene and fluorenone with thiol (a and c) and pyridine anchors (b
and d) respectively for the relaxed structure of the molecules between leads have been
shown in Figure (5.2.2) and (5.2.3). For comparison, the horizontal bands in show the
measured conductance values in the second column of Table (5.3.1). The widths of the
horizontal bands correspond to the experimental full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of a conductance peak.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3.1: The calculated room-temperature conductances of (a) p-CMe2-S and m-CMe2-S;
(b) p-CMe2-N and m-CMe2-N; (c) p-CO-S and m-CO-S; (d) p-CO-N and m-CO-N; connected
to gold electrodes, obtained from DFT. Results are plotted against the Fermi energy EF , where
EF = 0 corresponds to the DFT-predicted Fermi energy. For comparison, the horizontal bands
show the measured conductance values in the second column of Table (5.3.1). The widths of the
horizontal bands are equal to the FWHM quoted in the second column of Table (5.3.1).
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As illustrated in figure (5.3.1) for a range of Fermi energies between the HOMO and
LUMO resonances there is qualitative agreement between calculated and measured
conductance trends of the molecules shows in figure (5.3.2). For both thiol and pyridyl
anchors, there is a large ratio (about 2 orders of magnitude) between the conductances of
para vs. meta connected fluorene molecules and a significantly smaller ratio between the
conductance of the para and meta connected fluorenones. The magnitude of the
conductance with pyridyl anchors is about one order of magnitude lower than with thiol
anchors. Furthermore, the conductance of the meta-connected fluorenone with thiol
anchors is surprisingly high. From these results, I conclude that the bridge atom strongly
enhances the conductance of the meta connected molecules but does not significantly
influence para-connected molecules.

Figure 5.3.2: (a/f) 1D conductance histograms for thiol/pyridyls-terminated compounds
respectively. (b-e/g-j) log(G/G0)-z 2D histograms generated from all plateau-containing traces
for thiol/pyridyl terminated compounds. Njunc = 6486 (68 %) (p-CMe2-S), 6180 (49 %) (m-CMe2S), 4881 (52 %) (p-CO-S), 2318 (30 %) (m-CO-S), 1600 (40 %) (p-CMe2-N), 579 (39 %) (mCMe2-N), 1517 (17 %) (p-CO-N), 310 (9 %) (m-CO-N).
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The DFT-predicted HOMO-LUMO gaps in Table (5.3.1) show that there is a correlation
between HOMO-LUMO gaps and the measured conductances. When switching from
para to meta connectivity, the HOMO-LUMO gaps always increase. However, the
increase is small for the fluorenones and significantly larger for the fluorenes. This
correlates with the smaller reduction in conductance for the fluorenone core compared
with fluorene and can be attributed to conjugation between the anchor groups and the
C=O in the meta-fluorenones. However, the gap for para-fluorenes is always larger than
the corresponding meta-fluorenones, yet the conductance is lower for the metafluorenones than the para-fluorenes. This demonstrates that HOMO-LUMO gaps are not
absolute predictors of molecular conductance, and that the quantum interference due to
scattering from the bridge atom(s) plays a significant role.
Measured low-bias

Measured 95th

Theoretical Au-

DFT-predicted

Conductance

percentile (L95) +

Au distance (nm)

HOMO-LUMO gaps

(log(G/G0))

0.4 nm

p-CMe2-S

-4.5 (0.9)

2.6

2.5

2.13

m-CMe2-S

-6.4 (0.8)

2.4

2.2

2.63

p-CO-S

-4.6 (0.8)

2.6

2.5

1.65

m-CO-S

-5.0 (0.8)

2.3

2.2

1.81

p-CMe2-N

-5.6 (0.7)

2.2

2.4

2.30

m-CMe2-N

-7.4 (0.6)

1.9

1.8

2.95

p-CO-N

-5.7 (0.6)

2.2

2.4

1.96

m-CO-N

-6.1 (0.7)

1.7

1.8

2.08

Molecule

(eV)

Table (5.3.1): Measured low-bias single molecule conductance values and junction length data.
The values in parentheses are the FWHM. The Au-Au distance is the calculated separation
between two gold atoms attached to the two terminal S/N atoms of the extended molecules, from
the calculated molecular geometry.
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To further investigate the effect of the bridge I have also examined the conductance ratio
of biphenylene with para and meta connectivities as shown in figure (5.3.3). As it is clear
in this figure there is no conjugation path between two biphenyls and therefore the
destructive interference with meta connectivity is more pronounce and as predicted, the
value of transmission coefficient of the para connectivitiy is very similar to the fluorene
and fluorenone cores, which confirming our prediction that changing the bridge between
two phenyl rings has no effect on para connectivity. for comparison I have shown the
conductance of para and meta of all the molecules in figure (5.3.4).

a)

c)

d)

b)

(e)

(f)

Figure (5.3.3): Relaxed structure of: (a, b) biphenyl core connected to thiol anchor using para
and meta connectivity, (c, d) biphenyl core connected to pyridine anchor using para and meta
connectivity. (e) Transmission coefficient of para connectivities (blue) and (red) for meta
connectivities of biphenyl with thiol anchor. (f) conductance of para connectivities (blue) and
(red) for meta connectivities of biphenyl with pyridine anchor.
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(b)

(a)

Figure (5.3.4): (a) conductance of para connectivities (dashed-line) and (solid-line) for meta
connectivities for fluorene, fluorenone and biphenyl with thiol anchor. (b) conductance of para
connectivities (dashed-line) and (solid-line) for meta connectivities for fluorene, fluorenone and
biphenyl with pyridine anchor.

To demonstrate the role of the bridge in the core of the molecule, I consider the series of
tight binding models figure (5.3.5, a), where only nearest neighbor couplings between πorbitals are included. The energy scale and energy origin are fixed by choosing the
nearest neighbor couplings to be unity and all site energies to be zero except for the
energy ε9 of site number 9. For modeling a biphenyl bridge, site 9 is absent. For modeling
the fluorenone, ε9 is equal to 1.7 and for the fluorene ε9 is equal to 5. The qualitative
agreement between the material-specific results of figure (5.3.1) and the tight-binding
results of figure (5.3.5, b, c and d) demonstrates that the main effect of the bridge atom
is to alleviate the DQI transmission dip from the middle of HOMO and LUMO of the
meta-connected biphenylene core and increase the conductance of the resulting metaconnected fluorene and fluorenone cores.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Figure 5.3.5: (a) Numbering system and structure considered in the TB model. (b) The
transmission coefficients for biphenyl in para (2-7) and meta (3-6), (c) fluorene in para (2-7) and
meta (3-6), (d) fluorenone in para (2-7) and meta (3-6) position. The value of ε9 are 5 and 1.7 in
c and d respectively.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and future work

6.1 Conclusion
This thesis has focused on the following topics:
1) To illustrate Green's functions-based calculations of electronic transmission in
quantum transport. I presented a calculation of the retarded Greens’ function in which
simple formula of one-dimensional tight binding chain is presented and by breaking
the periodicity of the lattice at a single connection it was shown that the Greens’
function is related to the transmission coefficient of the scattering region.

2) Investigation of the connectivity dependence of Wigner delay time in graphene-like
molecules has been studied. At first sight, it seems unreasonable that the core Green’s
function and corresponding magic number table can yield information about delay
times, because in the absence of a magnetic field, the core Hamiltonian and
corresponding Green’s function 𝑔 = (𝐸 − 𝐻)−1 are real, whereas delay times are
associated with the phase of the complex transmission amplitude. Nevertheless, we
have demonstrated that delay time ratios can be obtained from the core Green’s
function or equivalently from the associated magic number tables.
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3) In chapter 4 my results demonstrate that, fused porphyrin tapes substantially increase
in conductance with length at moderate bias voltages, by more than a factor 10. This
phenomenon is caused by the large decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gap in this system,
which compensates for the increased length. In contrast, for the series of moderatelycoupled butadiyne-linked wires, the conductance decays exponentially over a wide
range of bias voltages, with the degree of attenuation reducing as the voltage increase.
Both series, however, strongly indicate coherent transport as the dominant
mechanism. This counterintuitive conductance increases with length, observed in
fused porphyrins, should be a generic effect and it is likely to occur in other strongly
coupled systems.

4) In chapter 5 I have studied the single-molecule conductance of a family of eight
fluorene and fluorenone molecules with para/meta connectivity and thiol/pyridyl
anchor groups. My results reveal that the conductance of these molecules is similar
for para connectivity, whereas for meta connectivity the conductance of fluorene <<
fluorenone, showing the more significant role of the bridge atom for meta
connectivity. In addition, the effect of anchor groups on single molecule conductance
has been explored by using thiol and pyridine groups where, as anticipated, the
conductance of the thiol anchor is much higher than the pyridine, due to the stronger
interaction between thiols and gold-electrodes. The significant outcome of this work
is to demonstrate that when the bridge is a methylene carbon, and the anchor groups
are positioned meta to each other, destructive quantum interference (DQI) dominates
the transport, and conductance is strongly suppressed. In complete contrast, when the
bridge is a carbonyl group, the anticipated DQI is almost completely absent, and the
conductance of the meta is only about a factor three less than the para, highly
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surprising from a chemical standpoint. For the meta connectivity, this carbonyl group
is cross-conjugated with each thiol and pyridyl S/N anchors atoms, such that there is
no bond-alternation path connecting the two anchors (unlike in the para case).

6.2

Future Work

For the future, the following aspects deserve further attention:
(1) In this thesis, I have concentrated on the connectivity-dependence of Wigner delay
times for electrons. For the future it would of interest to examine the connectivitydependence of delay times for phonons1,2 and quasi-particles associated with
superconducting leads3 , spin-dependent delay times in the presence of ferromagnetic
leads or more complex metals4,5 , combinations of superconducting and
ferromagnetic leads6,7 and the connectivity dependence of current-induced forces8. In
practice, for such complex structures, it may not be possible to obtain simple analytic
results. Nevertheless, such problems could be investigated numerically, using
quantum transport codes such as the multiple-scattering code Gollum9.
(2) Study the thermoelectric performance10,11 in fused porphyrins also for fluorene and
fluorenone core.
(3) Study the effect of using different anchor groups such as Thiol (S), Amino (NH2),
Direct carbon (C), methyle sulphide (SMe), Cyano (CN) on the transport
properties12,13 for Porphyrin and fluorene and fluorenone core.
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